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QUESTION 1

View the exhibit, which contains the partial output of a diagnose command, and then answer the question below. 

Based on the output, which of the following statements is correct? 

A. Anti-reply is enabled. 

B. DPD is disabled. 

C. Quick mode selectors are disabled. 

D. Remote gateway IP is 10.200.5.1. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the following partial outputs from two routing debug commands; then answer the question below: 

Why the default route using port2 is not displayed in the output of the second command? 
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A. It has a lower priority than the default route using port1. 

B. It has a higher priority than the default route using port1. 

C. It has a higher distance than the default route using port1. 

D. It is disabled in the FortiGate configuration. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator has configured a dial-up IPsec VPN with one phase 2, extended authentication (XAuth) 

and IKE mode configuration. The administrator has also enabled the IKE real time debug: 

diagnose debug application ike-1 

diagnose debug enable 

In which order is each step and phase displayed in the debug output each time a new dial- up user is 

connecting to the VPN? 

A. Phase1; IKE mode configuration; XAuth; phase 2. 

B. Phase1; XAuth; IKE mode configuration; phase2. 

C. Phase1; XAuth; phase 2; IKE mode configuration. 

D. Phase1; IKE mode configuration; phase 2; XAuth. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Examine the output of the `get router info bgp summary\\' command shown in the exhibit; then answer the question
below. 
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Which statement can explain why the state of the remote BGP peer 10.200.3.1 is Connect? 

A. The local peer is receiving the BGP keepalives from the remote peer but it has not received any BGP prefix yet. 

B. The TCP session for the BGP connection to 10.200.3.1 is down. 

C. The local peer has received the BGP prefixed from the remote peer. 

D. The local peer is receiving the BGP keepalives from the remote peer but it has not received the OpenConfirm yet. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following tasks are automated using the Install Wizard on FortiManager? (Choose two.) 

A. Preview pending configuration changes for managed devices. 

B. Add devices to FortiManager. 

C. Import policy packages from managed devices. 

D. Install configuration changes to managed devices. 

E. Import interface mappings from managed devices. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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